Ferain
2371 and beyond [Shackleton Expanse]
The world of Fera III is half the size of Earth with a higher gravity. The world is
mostly covered in water apart from 2 landmasses & the small poles. Both
continents are separated by massive distances, & islands are few. The Ferain
are descended from large predatory amphibious creatures that moved onto
the continents. As they developed, they became less dependent on water,
but never strayed far from the coast. Their females are fertilized by the male
in a brief courting ritual. The female then lays a small clutch of eggs (no more
than 4) & viciously guard them until the eggs hatch. Females are revered &
respected. Males, therefore, do most of the work, while females live in relative
luxury. Females are rarer than males to a ratio of 4 to 1. They have 4 off-world
colonies: Tar’Lash’Na’Kor (New Hope) is the nearest, the others are:
Xe'lax'Pling‘An, Nar‘An'Ll'Inax, & So'Olok'Ll'tose. The head of their government is
known as the Director of the Union.
Names: Male: M’tas, Schisd’an; Female: Chta’kda, Chqua'rra, Chs'cectas.

EXAMPLE VALUE: The gloves are now off.
Attributes: Males: C+1, D+1, P+1; Females: D+1, P+1, R:+1.
TRAIT:
The Ferain are lizard-like humanoids standing about 7ft tall. Their hands
have dexterous fingers, their skin is always dark in color. Their heads are
large & broad. Their eyes are on top of their heads & appear to be a solid
black. They prefer much higher temperatures. They have to immerse
themselves in water for a few hours once a week. Their language is
unpronounceable without the aid of a universal translator.
Talents:
Ferain, or with GM's permission.

Crocodile Hide [Required]
Requirement:
Ferain skin is like that of a crocodile & is natural armor. You gain a
Resistance of 1 vs all Effects.

Diplomacy [Females only]
Requirement:
Due to the Ferain females having occupied roles in government &
diplomacy for millennia, you gain 1d20 for Social Conflicts/Interactions
tasks. If successful, you may gain an Advantage for that task.

Jack-of-all-Trades [Males only]
Requirement:
Ferain Males do just about every job except for care-giving & politics. You
gain 1D20 for any tasks that you have a Focus that applies.

SPECIES

